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Hockey’s Hardest Hitting BookMore than a personal memoir, this book describes the author’s
experiences with the players, ownership, and management of the Philadelphia Flyers: one of the
National Hockey League’s (NHL’s) premier teams.For over six decades Larry Clay has been a
keen observer of ice hockey. He's a former coach, referee, administrator, and hockey equipment
retailer.This unique perspective gives Mr. Clay the ability to reveal misinformation (past and
present) from several sources (and organizations) concerning the state of ice hockey.You’ll
discoverWhy the author (and others) faced a shocking battle with Flyers former
management.How the Flyer’s ownership cost the franchise and their fans a dynasty.How the
Broad Street Bullies Alumni were once nearly defeated by an amateur men’s hockey team.Why
the author's association with a former Flyer’s Superstar went bad.The horrifying truth about the
NHL and the NHLPA (the Players Union) and how little they really care about player safety.How
the NHL (and government agencies) pushed the worst scandal in hockey history ‘under the
ice.’When Canada lost ownership of “their game”Plus much, much more!Writing in a blunt and
direct style, Larry Clay takes you ‘Behind The Orange Curtain’ where each chapter tells a
different story. Whether you’re a serious or casual fan of the sport, you’ll never look at
professional ice hockey the same way again.ALSO AVAILABLE IN PAPERBACK ON JUNE
22nd, 2021
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Two Rinks10. NHL Future11. Hockey 10112. Overtime - The ConclusionForewordI wrote the first
draft of this book in 1992. The facts were simple and my memory was clear. People I admired,
trusted and worked with had let me down. All these years later I have completed the personal
memoir I started so long ago because it’s now or never. After almost thirty years, it’s time to tell
the story or let it go. Let's start at the beginning. How did I discover the 'orange curtain’, never
mind what lay behind it?The Philadelphia Flyers are famous throughout the hockey world.
They're a professional ice hockey team in the National Hockey League, or NHL. I was born 2,500
miles away from Philadelphia in Southern California in the town of Brawley. How then did I cross
paths with the Flyers?My mom, a native of Brooklyn New York didn’t like living with the
earthquakes or the extreme heat of the Californian desert. She told my dad, who’d spent most of
his life in Southern California to move East or he'd need a divorce lawyer. A year later in 1955 my
parents moved to Philadelphia briefly then settled in Bucks County Pennsylvania, in the
suburban community of Levittown.In the late 50s and 60s growing up for me was all about sports
with my neighborhood buddies. We played sports every day of the year. Our favorites were
baseball, basketball and football which was probably similar to most kids of that era. Of course
our choice of play normally depended on the weather and the time of year. The favorite event in
my neighborhood was named the “Snow Bowl.” The first time each winter we had a fair size
accumulation of snow, football became more fun than we could imagine.When I hit my teens, I
played tennis, golf and almost every other sport you can name. I was fair at all of them, but my
strongest skills were in baseball and basketball. My dream was to be a major league baseball
player. A dream it always remained, but who knows, maybe in my next life.One way I differed
growing up was when I wasn’t playing sports I followed sports on television more passionately
than my friends. There wasn’t any ESPN or similar networks, nothing like the choice of
programing we have today. I watched whatever was available, including demolition derby and
barrel jumping on ice, thanks to the famous television show Wide World of Sports on the ABC
network. I witnessed almost every program relating to sports, no matter what it was. I didn’t just
tune in to root for the local Philadelphia teams either. I used my viewing time to learn from the
best players in pro and college sports in order to become a better athlete myself. Sports on
television allowed me to watch more in student mode than as a fan, an attitude I've carried with
me to this day.My dad had figured out how to get a regular roof TV antenna to receive all the
New York City channels very clearly despite being out of range for what was normal reception in
the late 1950s and early 1960s. He was a very talented man and soon we had the New York
stations on all the television sets in our household in addition to the local Philadelphia networks. I
was lucky to see the local pro and college sports scene from New York, even before cable TV.My



earliest experience with hockey was in 1959 when I watched my first game on television. I
couldn’t participate or play hockey since there were no skating facilities close by and there
wasn’t a local hockey team to root for either. The hockey I watched on TV then was the New York
Rangers on WOR Channel 9 from New York. For the first few months I didn’t understand the
rules and nuances of the game. I was used to following basketball and couldn’t help comparing
the two. At first I found hockey boring. I didn’t understand what was going on and the goaltenders
seemed to ruin the game by keeping the opponents from scoring. Basketball had so much more
scoring and I found that more entertaining. I read books and magazines about ice hockey and I
learned the rules, the various strategies, and what the sport was all about. It wasn’t easy since I
was so young, but over the next few years it helped make reading fun. I was fortunate to see the
1960 USA Hockey team win Olympic Gold on television played in of all places, California.
Although I was only seven years old, that was the time I became a hockey fanatic. Most hockey
enthusiasts talk about the 'Miracle On Ice' in 1980, but I experienced both Olympic 'miracles.’In
the early 1960s, I made a big leap forward when I subscribed to The Hockey News. This
publication helped me understand hockey and learn about the players in the NHL. It also kept
me up to date with hockey in other parts of North America and the world. At the time, I had no
one to converse to about my new favorite game, no one I knew followed the sport. When I
reached high school I found I had a friend from junior high who followed hockey. From then on I
had someone to talk to and unlike me Chuck Worthington was a skater. In the winter he played
hockey on frozen outdoor lakes and ponds with some of our high school classmates. I didn't start
to skate until my later teenage years and never became a quality player. When my fellow
students formed their own hockey club they asked me to be their coach. The idea appealed to
me right away because I liked the mental challenge of learning to coach and studying hockey at
a higher level. Since my skating ability wasn’t very good, coaching seemed like an excellent fit
for me.In 1967 the NHL expanded from the original six teams to twelve and the Philadelphia
Flyers were born. At last I had an actual home team to follow and from that time onwards hockey
dominated my life. I attended college hockey games at Princeton University and traveled to
various professional minor league contests which I will cover later in the book. Then in 1970, the
town of Bristol Pennsylvania built a public outdoor ice-skating rink named the Grundy Recreation
Center. Within three years that rink became an enclosed indoor ice hockey facility. It was only
five miles from my Levittown house and would for many years be a second home for me.I
coached youth and high school hockey for more than a decade and it was the greatest thrill and
challenge of my life up to that time. I didn’t get to play a lot of hockey and so in order to coach I
had to climb a steep learning curve. I followed the sport at every opportunity, again more like a
student than a fan and became a decent coach. My lack of skating skills always entertained my
players. They had plenty of laughs at my expense, but I knew they respected me. The players I
taught always wondered how I figured out how to coach since I wasn’t a former player of any
standard. I didn't like to say it was the mighty television set that guided me in the right direction.
That’s how it started and with reading anything I could find on hockey I was more or less self-



taught. I remember once I heard Hall of Fame baseball player Johnny Bench early in his career
in an interview discuss how he learned to play baseball by watching it on television. That
statement gave me a great deal of confidence at the time that I could do the same and learn how
to be a hockey coach.In 1983 I opened a retail ice hockey supply store inside the Grundy
Recreation Center. Once I was actually in the ice hockey business I thought it was inappropriate
to coach. I felt I should be neutral, not part of any particular program and I didn’t want my
customers to view me as partisan. From 1983 to 1990 my business did well and in time
expanded to a second location in King of Prussia Pennsylvania. I participated in other rink
activities and operated adult hockey leagues as well as various hockey schools and clinics.From
1983 to 1992 while operating my retail venture I became involved with the Philadelphia Flyers in
a direct way. You’ll find the details in the first three chapters of this book. The fourth chapter has
nothing to do with any involvement of mine with the Flyers but is a minor mostly forgotten part of
hockey history. Even those of you who follow the NHL and the Flyers may not know or remember
this particular story. The remaining chapters involve some other stories, views and opinions
about hockey that you may agree or disagree with.This book is a personal memoir written from
my own viewpoint. The events I describe actually happened. I've worked hard to set out an
accurate account. Where necessary and possible I've included some supporting
documents.Just a note before we begin. I’m not a professional writer. Chances are many readers
will not be impressed with my literary style and thats ok. I decided to write in a manner where I
am telling you the stories enclosed as if we are sitting in a room together and I’m speaking
directly to you. I hope it works for you.LarryJuly 1, 2021Edition 1.2.2, August 14, 20211The
Sudsy ChroniclesIf you followed the Philadelphia Flyers in the 1980s you may have heard of
Dave Settlemyre nicknamed ‘Sudsy.’ Settlemyre joined the Flyers in 1981 and became their
head trainer in 1982. He left the trainer position in 1990 with another year yet to run on his
contract. Why? That’s what this chapter is mostly about.Not content with his work as head
trainer, Sudsy started his own retail operation selling hockey equipment, however his business
was not as straightforward as it should have been. Partly because of my intervention, by August
of 1990 he resigned from his job with the Flyers. What fans may not know is that from ‘82 to ‘90
Sudsy was selling every piece of hockey equipment he could get his hands on. I know because I
was one of his original customers.I met Sudsy through a business associate John Shetzline.
John and Sudsy had been close friends for years and John got first dibs on hockey goods the
Flyers wanted to part with. When John died in a tragic car accident in the spring of 1983 I took
over his retail operation with two new business partners and renamed the company Delaware
Valley Hockey Supply. I purchased goods from the Flyers until 1984 when I decided not to buy
any more Flyers inventory since it was no longer making financial sense. Besides hockey
equipment and sticks I had also purchased game-worn jerseys and warm-up suits. There wasn’t
a huge market at that time for memorabilia and it had limited demand. Although we sold
everything I purchased, it took quite some time to turn over this inventory, even the game-worn
jerseys. It wasn’t until several years later that sports memorabilia became big business, but by



then it was too late. We’d already sold the last of the inventory I purchased. If I had only held onto
the jerseys long term they could have been worth a small fortune in time. I even bought two
complete sets of the long pants the Flyers donned for two seasons (1981-1982, 1982-1983).
Sadly following the second season of use the NHL banned the famous “Cooperall” long pants
forever. I had bought almost everything Sudsy had offered me. I would go down to the Flyers
home arena, the Spectrum in Philadelphia, meet with Sudsy and write him a check for any
purchases made. The check was always made payable to the “Philadelphia Flyers.”Starting in
the Fall of 1983, Sudsy insisted I pay cash for my purchases and I didn’t write any more checks
to the Flyers. I didn’t really think about why he asked for cash. It didn’t seem important at the time
and by the Spring of 1984 I had discontinued business with Sudsy as I previously stated. Instead
I purchased inventory strictly through the ice hockey equipment manufacturers from that time
forward.From 1984 to 1990 I had no further business with the Flyer’s trainer. We met a few times
at Flyer Alumni games I promoted but that was about it. Sudsy continued to sell hockey goods
and equipment, much of it intended for use by Flyer’s players and coaches. His customers were
individual consumers and retail outlets throughout the Philadelphia area including Southern New
Jersey. Sudsy wasn’t discrete. He had his own thriving but unofficial retail business and seemed
to think his operation was small and that no one would notice what he was doing. He might have
stayed under the radar by selling just to hockey retailers in the area instead of competing with
these legitimate hockey stores by also selling to any individual consumer interested in
purchasing hockey goods. In addition there was an unofficial retail operation setup on Cantrell
Street in South Philadelphia. This was inside Anthony’s Auto Polishing Shop, a business
operated by Anthony Oratorio who was also at the time the Flyers assistant equipment
manager.For about five years (at least), amateur adult hockey players throughout the
Philadelphia area bought new and used hockey equipment and sticks at the Cantrell Street
location and from Sudsy directly.Sudsy handled all hockey equipment purchases for the Flyers.
It’s possible no one from the organization monitored his activities or that they were also involved
in his sideline enterprise. I know the Flyers had an accounting department, but I had no idea how
closely (if at all) they scrutinized his purchases.I was always curious to know how he operated
this ‘side’ business. His title was trainer, not equipment manager, yet purchasing equipment and
supplies for the players seemed to fall under his purview. It’s possible there were budgetary
requirements but inside those he may have been allowed to order whatever he wanted. My
understanding was that most NHL teams (at that time) had budgets between $150,000.00 and
$180,000.00 per season for player equipment, etc. In the realm of the Flyers overall business
operations this was probably a minor expense.It was also common for ice hockey manufacturers
to send in free equipment through their sales representatives who worked with the pro hockey
teams. Players on NHL teams often rejected what they received. This was especially true of
sticks, so there was a constant flow of goods. The equipment manufacturers competed hoping
the hockey-playing public would see their brands being used by the pro players. Until 1990 this
was free advertising for the manufacturers and for all intents and purposes a part of their



advertising budget. Hockey fans didn’t care, but anyone who played hockey, whether they were a
youth or adult player, kept a close eye on what the pros (and especially the star players) were
using in regards to sticks, pants, helmets, skates, gloves and goalie equipment. Brand names
are easily seen on those six categories; hence they draw the most interest from amateur hockey
players. It was the best exposure the hockey manufacturers could get in a very competitive
situation. In 1990 the NHL decided these equipment manufacturers were getting too much free
advertising. They instituted a fee for all visible equipment worn by players, including goaltenders.
It upset the manufacturers and some even decided not to pay.If you were watching the NHL
back in 1990, you would see some sticks and equipment with the brand names missing if they
were not “officially approved” by the league. The NHL wanted a fee for each individual category
of equipment or stick where the brand name was visible. This also applied to the goaltenders
because the brand names were so prominently displayed on their equipment and sticks. If the
manufacturer failed to pay, any visible brand names on their products were blacked out or
removed. This problem was resolved by the start of the 1991 season when all the equipment
producers relented and paid the new fees.THE BEGINNING OF THE BIG FALLBy the late
1980s Sudsy and his operation had irritated legitimate ice hockey retailers throughout the
Philadelphia region. Sporting goods chains sold limited categories of hockey items and mail
order firms sold through catalogues. Having to compete with them AND the trainer of the
Philadelphia Flyers? It didn’t seem right. Sudsy wasn’t just selling goods the players had been
supplied with: he would order items for individual customers as if they were meant for a Flyers
player. Sources of mine (actual customers) told me they could get new goods, not ordered for
Flyers players, or extra items the players had never received or even requested. These
customers were also getting equipment intended for pro players, not for the retail market at low
prices. Why not, since Sudsy had no overhead, and sold all the goods for cash?Sudsy was also
aggravating the hockey manufacturers and the pro sales representatives that dealt with the
Flyers and individual Flyers players. If a salesman and the company they represented did not
play ball with Sudsy they would have trouble getting their brand into the Flyers locker room. I
talked with many pro sales reps and some of the manufacturer’s executives. It was impossible to
find anyone who enjoyed dealing with Sudsy. The Flyers’ trainer called the shots and could make
things difficult for the equipment manufacturers and for the players themselves by limiting the
goods they could get for their own use. The manufacturers were afraid to complain to Flyers’
management since it seemed Sudsy had a stranglehold on the situation.THE SITUATION GETS
WORSEThe problem soon escalated to where my business partner Mike Palmer and I felt we
faced unfair competition from the impact of the Flyers selling directly to consumers. Although our
retail business had expanded to a second store and our original shop in Bristol was in its
seventh year, we were losing too much business to Sudsy. Mike operated our store in King of
Prussia. He lived in Philadelphia and had been around the local hockey scene for almost 20
years as a player, referee and now a retailer. He saw the Sudsy problem more than anyone
because many of his customers and friends lived in Philadelphia and they kept telling him about



the low-priced purchases they made at the Cantrell Street location. As time passed Mike
became more and more angry until one day in early February of 1990 he told me he had written
a letter about the entire situation and intended to send it to Flyers’ team owner Ed
Snider.LETTER NUMBER ONE FOR ED SNIDEROnce I read the letter and showed it to our
attorney, we decided against mailing it. It would be difficult to prove all the allegations we had
made against Sudsy. I thought the best thing to do was arrange a meeting with either Ed Snider
(Chairman and Majority Owner) or the Flyers’ President, his son Jay. On February 19, 1990 I left
to attend a sporting goods show and asked Mike Palmer to set up a meeting with Jay or Ed
Snider for when I returned. We had agreed not to send the letter. After calling the Flyers’ office
for an appointment, the secretary who answered the call encouraged Mike to send the letter and
told him Jay Snider would reply. When I returned from my trip I found Mike had sent the letter
and I wasn’t happy (since my attorney had advised us not to do so). We wanted to fix the
situation and ask the Flyers to get Sudsy back to his job as trainer, and out of the retail hockey
business. The letter was in the mail, so we had to wait and see if someone from Flyers’
management would reply to us and arrange a meeting. You will see a copy of this letter
(Appendix A-1) at the end of this chapter.On March 1 1990 Mike Palmer received a call from
Bob Clarke, the Flyers’ General Manager. He and Clarke talked for fifteen minutes during which
time Clarke said he was very upset about the situation and upon further investigation would put
a stop to Sudsy and his retail operation. Clarke also told Mike there would be no further
communication unless he had a question. He said he wouldn’t show Sudsy the letter in hopes
the situation would be settled quietly.At this time, Mike and I were satisfied. We felt we could take
Bob Clarke at his word and it would stop all this folly. We weren’t interested in getting Sudsy in
trouble with the Flyers, and we weren’t trying to get him fired. All we wanted was to get back to
business with no animosity with the Flyers or public recognition for anybody involved. I thought
we were done for the time being, and we had resolved the entire matter. I soon found out just
how wrong I was.On March 11, 1990, I received a phone call from a Flyers player who informed
me that Bob Clarke had taken the letter originally intended for Ed Snider and had shown it to
Sudsy. Both Clarke and Sudsy were angry about the situation. Clarke had lied about showing
Sudsy the letter and now, rather than finding a quiet resolution to the matter, my caller
mentioned Sudsy was contemplating legal action against Mike Palmer and I. Clarke was also
asking this player to intervene and get me to leave Sudsy alone. The player also let me know
that he “couldn't care less about Sudsy” and that he and his Flyers’ teammates despised him,
and were hoping he would get fired.THE MARCH 14, 1990 FAXWhen I arrived at my office on
March 14, 1990, I found I had received a fax from an attorney representing Dave Settlemyre. The
letter demanded a formal written apology. We were also required to retract the statements in our
letter to Ed Snider and send copies of our retraction to Jay Snider, and Bob Clarke. If we failed to
do this, the letter said Mr. Settlemyre intended to take legal action.I could not have been happier
at that moment. I finished reading the fax and knew they were upset. I sent word through
someone I knew who worked at the Flyers home arena to let Jay Snider and Sudsy know I had



no intention of retracting statements or issuing apologies to anyone. I also challenged them to
take legal action since the publicity would have a far more negative effect on the Flyers than on
Mike or me. You will find a copy of the fax in (Appendix A-2) at the end of this chapter.TIME TO
POWER UP OUR INVESTIGATIONAfter receiving the fax, we investigated the situation further
to prove to the Flyers just how wrong they were. If they wanted a fight, they would get one! They
seemed to think legal threats would make us back down but there was no way that would
happen. It was time to get more information from customers we knew and the pro sales reps who
had dealt with Sudsy, and get it all down on paper. What we found out was astounding. There
was no shortage of Sudsy retail customers. Pro sales reps volunteered information and we even
received statements from Flyers players concerning their problems with the Flyers trainer. Once
we had taken a statement from each person involved we wrote them down. We didn’t record the
individuals names we spoke to on their statements so they could keep their anonymity. Each
person who gave us a statement was numbered and their identity stored in separate notes. Our
aim was still to resolve the conflict with Flyers brass and it was apparent (again) that they were in
the wrong. You will see some of these statements in (Appendix B) where there is also a letter
addressed to Mike Palmer from Tendler’s Hockey (Appendix B-11) dated March 30th, 1990. The
letter concerned this particular ice hockey retailer’s experience with his customers buying
hockey equipment from Sudsy as well as making purchases at the Cantrell Street location.We
knew that Sudsy had been selling equipment in various ways, and had also been told that he
would sell and trade with other trainers and equipment managers from around the National
Hockey League. At the time we just wanted to get enough information to prove our point and try
to resolve the situation without resorting to legal action. We received more detail from some of
our customers who were also customers of Sudsy. We found out how the operation at Cantrell
Street worked. This enterprise had been going on since the mid-1980s and anyone who knew
Anthony Oratorio could go to the car detail facility and see what ice hockey inventory was “in
stock.” We spoke with several people who visited the establishment and found that once inside,
potential customers could look at the goods available inside a large closet that would be opened
for them. After talking to many of these customers and recording the information they gave us, I
sent a friend down to the Cantrell Street location with $200 to see what he could buy.On entering
the building our buyer was asked what he was looking for and he simply stated he wanted to see
what was available. The closet was opened and our planted customer chose a variety of sticks,
equipment, and a coach’s warm-up suit. Then the purchases were packed into a large green
trash bag and our buyer was charged $190. He paid in cash and received no offer of a receipt.
This purchase occurred on March 15, 1990. Our buyer returned to my office to drop off the
purchases later that same day. After making that buy we continued to pursue our investigation
and talked to more individuals who had in recent years made purchases from Sudsy, especially
at the Cantrell Street location. Our buyer’s statement is in (Appendix B - Case One.)THE SUDSY
EXCERPTSMost everyone we spoke to mentioned how surprised they were at the large
inventory of hockey equipment, sticks and miscellaneous supplies that were available at the



‘retail’ location. Many of the items were new, not the lightly used equipment we’d expected. I also
learned how the equipment arrived at Cantrell Street. Late at night, a van was loaded at the
Flyers practice facility in Voorhees New Jersey, and the goods were driven to the Cantrell Street
location in Philadelphia. It was that simple.One statement we received came from a Philadelphia
Police Officer who bought very expensive goalie equipment and goalie sticks from this “retail”
operation consistently. He also bought a goalie glove that had belonged to Flyers goaltender
Pelle Lindbergh following his death in a car accident in November 1985. Hard to believe, isn’t it?
I knew someone else who played as a goaltender and worked in a sporting goods store in South
Philadelphia who purchased a pair of Lindbergh’s leg pads. At first this was a bit of a shock to
me but when I remembered who was involved it wasn’t really a surprise.AN EASY BUSINESS
TO RUN AND PROFITThe Cantrell Street operation was unfair for several reasons. Yes, they
were competing with retail businesses (like mine), but it didn’t stop there. They paid no taxes
since they weren’t a legitimate business. For example the city and state sales taxes they should
have been liable for on every item sold (except for jerseys, which as clothing were not taxable
under Pennsylvania state law) were just ignored. No one cared about the taxes, just the
cash.THE PRO SALES REPS CHIME INI spoke with several employees of the hockey
manufacturers, pro and retail sales representatives, who had many stories about hockey
equipment, etc., shipped into the practice facility. Sometimes the pro sales reps would show up
at the practice facility to drop off samples for players to look at or visit to check on shipments
sent from the various manufacturers warehouses. When these sales representatives tried to find
out what happened to the goods, they were often given excuses that made little sense.
Salesmen delivered goods and samples to Sudsy but later found they’d never made it to the
players and had simply disappeared. When the sales reps wanted to recover samples, the
goods could not be found. One sales rep told me there was a time he dropped off hockey
helmets so often he became suspicious since the players didn’t really like to change helmets.
Players like to be comfortable and didn’t like “breaking in” new equipment. The sales rep
eventually found the helmets were being sold to South Jersey retailers for resale to the public.
We heard several of these similar stories, but I am sure by now you get the point.
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Ebook Library Reader, “NHL / Phila Flyers Tell All Book. A candid and insightful memoir of the
author's dealings with Philadelphia Flyers players and organization that presents a provocative
portrayal of his experiences. The book is also the author's tale of his life long love affair with the
game of hockey. The author shares his hockey beginnings as a youngster, transplanted from
California to the Philadelphia suburb of Levittown PA, who discovered the game from watching
the NY Rangers on New York TV thanks to his father's magic touch with a rooftop TV antenna.
His passionate interest in the game only grew with the arrival of the Flyers to the NHL in 1967.
He was a Flyers fan from the git-go, an early ticket plan holder who became a founding father on
the local amateur hockey scene. He was instrumental in organizing league play in the Bristol PA
community in the early 1970s by coaching and establishing the rink's pro shop as its owner/
manager. This career choice would provide his first and most disheartening interaction with the
Flyers organization as he took on a NHL equipment black market operation that unfairly
competed with his business. Not deterred by becoming persona non grata with the Flyers brass,
he would later participate in joint ventures with a former Flyer superstar and the fabled Flyers
Alumni team. The author shares more than his experiences with Flyers personnel, offering
personal stories of his hockey fanhood, opinions, observations and rants, as well as praise for
the NHL where he feels it is deserved. This book is a very good read of a hockey man's life long
involvement with the game which most amateur players and fans can relate to, reinforcing a
truism ... one doesn't have to be a former pro player or organizational man to have lived a hockey
life.”

Tim K., “EASY Awesome read!!!!. This book gave some very interesting insight of how the
decades of the flyers were amazing yet some inside behind the scenes. It covers from the
beginning of the teams organization to the current today times all through the eyes of a true all
around hockey lover. And needless to say the author is from my own home town and speaks of
some of the flyers players who came and played as well as taught hockey camps in my local ice
rink. AMAZING story from the eyes of Larry Clay as he had direct interaction with the flyers front
office and key players. MUST BUY AND READ THIS BOOK and then pass it on to the next
hockey lover to read.”

Thomas Weiss, “Great insider info. Clay gives an inside look at the inner workings and goings on
of the Flyers organization…a look rarely seen. Read it like you’re having a beer with a buddy
and telling stories..and know that there is probably more to tell. Don’t read it like a novel…it’s a
series of events, each with its own backstory.”

edward b., “Why is Rick Tocchet still in hockey?. This book delves into several stories
surrounding the flyers and other local issues pertaining to the hockey world. You will be amazed
at some of the the goings on behind the scenes. It is filled with opinions and backed with facts. It



is short and to the point. I will look for more from this author.”

david g, “Top Notch. Larry Clay was not afraid to tell it like it is. A hockey fan and businessman
crossing paths with the mighty Philadelphia Flyers and their sacred cows. Even after his
business burned to the ground , Larry’s love of the sport did not waver. The book reads like a
narration or even a conversation between friends. Kudos Larry! I recommend this to any hockey
fan.”

Amy Anne Campbell, “COULDN’T PUT IT DOWN. Got it for reading on the beach, read the
entire book before leaving for vacation, couldn’t put it down. If you play, watch, or watch your kid
play hockey this is insightful and a must.”

Richard Digiovanniantonio, “Things I didn't want to know. It has a couple of revealing stories of
hockey in the Philly area, which tarnished my view of some people and of the hockey team. It
was interesting, though.”

The book by Larry Clay has a rating of  5 out of 4.0. 30 people have provided feedback.
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